AMBICLIP SYSTEM

Floor screed

-

Expansion edging and wall insulation
17mm Ambiente UFH pipe
Cliprail
Rigid insulation board (25mm minimum)
Acoustic detail (if required)
Damp proof membrane (if required)
Concrete sub-floor

The cliprail system is one of the most common underﬂoor
heating systems providing a quick, ﬂexible and effective
form of heating within a screeded ﬂoor buildup.
Edge and ﬂoor insulation is installed over the subﬂoor on
to which cliprails are then ﬁxed to by both the adhesive
backing strip and barbed staples (where insulation is
not supplied, checks should be made to ensure that
the insulation is compatible with the cliprail system).
Once the cliprails are secured in position, the underﬂoor
heating pipework is laid in continuous loops and clipped
down in accordance with the underﬂoor heating design
drawings. Once complete, the system is pressure tested
and witnessed to ﬁnalise the installation.

M AN IFO L D D IM E N SIONS
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Manifold brackets

Flow meters

Isolation ball valve

Automatic air vent

We recommend that the screeding process is scheduled
to follow shortly after installation to avoid leaving the
system vulnerable to damage. If a liquid screed is being
used, the insulation must ﬁrst be sealed to provide a
watertight base. Your Ambiente accredited installer will
supply a drawing after the installation for the client’s
records.

Flow manifold

Pressure gauge
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SCREEDED FLOOR CONSTRUCTION
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Recommended minimum installation clearances: 200mm between the ﬁnished ﬂoor level (FFL) and bottom of the manifold, 100mm
above the manifold, 50mm to either side of the manifold and allow an extra 100mm for the supply pipe work.
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